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Bruce Power Stresses GHG and Economic
Benefits

Cameco Celebrates Success
On September 23, 2015 Cameco and Areva marked the official
start of production at the Cigar Lake uranium mine and at the
McClean Lake mill. Saskatchewan’s Economy Minister and
northern Saskatchewan community leaders were taken on a
tour of the underground workings as part of the celebration.

On September 8, 2015 a jointly produced report by Bruce
Power and the non-partisan, non-profit Canadian Council for
Public-Private Partnerships (CCPP) recognized the significant
economic benefits resulting from the Bruce Power PublicPrivate Partnership. The report noted the more than $10
billion of private investment that has been injected into public
assets.

From the start of 2015 through to September 19, the McClean
Lake mill processed and packaged 6.1 million pounds of
uranium concentrate from ore mined at Cigar Lake.
Production is expected to ramp up to 18 million pounds by
2018. The McClean Lake mill employs over 350 workers, of
which half are residents of northern Saskatchewan. The Cigar
Lake mine employs over 600 skilled workers.

Another report, (see Worth Repeating) was released on
September 17 that highlighted the clean air, employment and
economic benefits that nuclear power provides to the Great
Lakes area. Bruce Power, the Provincial Building and
Construction Trades Council of Ontario, and the Council for
the Great Lakes Region developed the report.

The company launched a new northern Saskatchewan website:
www.cameconorth.com on October 27 to enhance the user
experience and accommodate the needs of mobile users. In
early September, the Web Marketing Association recognized
Cameco for its outstanding achievement in web design.

On October 20, 2015, BP provided a document entitled
“Bruce Power Briefing for the 42nd Parliament of Canada: Keeping
Electricity Prices Low And Supporting Economic Growth.” The
briefing material was prepared for the newly elected Members
of Parliament.

On October 30, 2015, Cameco reported its Third Quarter
Financial Results. Highlights included: higher consolidated
revenue and gross profit for the first nine months; lower
uranium segment gross profit for the quarter and first nine
months; annual uranium sales outlook confirmed; and strong
performance at Cigar Lake.

Bruce Power released a free update of its iPad App on
October 22 that will enable consumers to calculate how
electricity options impact Ontario’s climate change goals. On
October 26, Bruce Power announced a series of collaborative
initiatives to promote clean, electrified transportation in
Ontario. Partners include Plug’n Drive, the University of
Waterloo, local communities and the Asthma Society of
Canada. As one of the initiatives, BP hosted the first ever
Electric Vehicle Day at Queen’s Park.

On November 9, Cameco announced that it had been named
one of Canada’s Top 100 Employers for the seventh
consecutive year,. This annual national competition recognizes
Canadian employers that lead their industries in providing
exceptional workplaces.

On October 27, a new agreement between Bruce Power and
Nordion was announced. The agreement will secure a new
long-term supply of Cobalt-60 from the Bruce reactors to
treat people with cancer.

What Others Are Saying
“…Should the decarbonisation of electricity sectors
in the wake of COP 21 become a reality, nuclear
power might well be the single most important
source of electricity by 2050, thanks mainly to the
contribution of non-OECD countries. COP 21
offers the opportunity to include nuclear energy
firmly in future flexibility mechanisms such as the
Clean Development Mechanism (CDM), or a
potential successor in the post 2020 period, thus
enabling nuclear’s full potential to reduce climate
change inducing greenhouse gas emissions. To
achieve this objective, however, it is important to
understand the current and potential contribution
of nuclear power in reducing future greenhouse gas
emissions, as well as the appropriate measures that
governments can take to address outstanding social,
institutional and financial issues so as to ensure the
necessary expansion of nuclear generating capacity
that will make the 2° scenario a reality.”

Bruce Power released polling results on November 3 that
showed support for the refurbishment of nuclear reactors.
On the 9th, Bruce Power announced the return to service of
Unit 4 after a planned maintenance outage. The following
day Bruce Power and GE Hitachi Nuclear Energy Canada
announced the signing of an MOU focused on innovation.
GE Hitachi employs about 350 skilled workers in Ontario.

Source: Nuclear Energy: Combating Climate
Change, Nuclear Energy Agency, November 2015
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OPG Powers On

Uranium Mining Opposition Continues in
Quebec

On August 19th, the CNSC held its first hearing on OPG’s
application to renew the Darlington Nuclear Generating
Station power reactor operating
licence to 2028. The current licence
is valid until Dec. 31, 2015. The
Worth Repeating….
second hearings were held on Nov.
2nd, 3rd, 4th and 5th in Courtice,
“The Great Lakes Region consists of
Ontario.
eight states and two provinces, many of
The company announced on August
20th, that the CNSC had given the
Darlington Station its highest rating
of “Fully Satisfactory” for the
seventh consecutive year. This is the
strongest continuous performance
of any Canadian nuclear power
plant.
“Powering the Future”, OPG’s new
public awareness campaign was
launched on September 14, 2015.
TV ads, complemented by digital
and print ads ran between Sept. 14
and October 17th, highlighted the
company’s coal station closures and
transformation to hydroelectric and
nuclear supply mix being 99.7
percent smog and GHG emission
free.
OPG announced the successful
completion of the Darlington
Nuclear Vacuum Building Outage
(VBO) on November 4th. OPG staff
and over 1500 contract trade
workers were involved with the work
that commenced on September 14th,
2015.
Nine days later, OPG released its
2015 Third Quarter Financial
Results. Earnings were $80 million
compared to $118 M for the same
quarter in 2014. The decreased
earnings were attributed to lower
nuclear generation and higher
OM&A costs, which reflected the
Darlington VBO. The Pickering
Nuclear Station’s capability factor
improved to 82.2 percent for the
3-month period compared to 79.9
for the same quarter in 2014.

which rely on nuclear energy to power
their economies and keep the air clean.
The members of the Great Lakes Region
combine to rely on nuclear for 30 per
cent of their electricity and 50 per cent
of their non-emitting electricity supply.
Nuclear power has zero carbon emissions
and generates no greenhouse gases,
which improves the air we breathe while
generating the same reliable and
affordable baseload power of other
energy sources…
This emissions-free electricity annually
avoids 250 million metric tonnes of C02
in the air, which is the equivalent of
removing 52 million passenger cars from
the road….
While playing this important role in
keeping the air clean, the nuclear
industry also combines to inject $10 to
$12 billion a year into the economy
through direct and indirect spending in
operational equipment, supplies,
materials and labour income. Over 90
percent of this spending is done within
each facility’s own region, creating a
positive impact on local and state/
provincial economies…”
Source: Excerpts taken from “Driving Economic
Growth and Keeping the Air Clean: The
Role of Nuclear Power in the Great Lakes
Region”, September 2015, prepared by the Council
of the Great Lakes Region, Bruce Power and
Provincial Building & Construction Trades Council
of Ontario

The Financial Results also indicated
that OPG’s Board of Directors had
approved a $12.8 billion budget,
including capitalized interest and escalation and the schedule
for the four unit Darlington refurbishment. Refurbishment
of the last unit is expected to be complete by 2026. OPG
has submitted the budget and schedule to the Shareholder
for concurrence. With this in hand, OPG intends to
commence refurbishment of the first unit in late 2016.

On July 17th, the 628-page
report of the Bureau
d’audiences publiques sur
l’environment (BAPE) was
released on the environmental
and social impacts of uranium
exploration and mining. The
report noted that little scientific
and social consensus exists in
the province regarding uranium
development. Several questions
were raised in the report
regarding potential risks to the
environment and public safety,
radioactive waste management
and consequences of uranium
mining in Northern Quebec.
On August 26th, a Globe and
Mail article described a letter
from Michael Binder, President
and CEO of the CNSC, as
“slamming” the report. Dr.
Binder’s letter referred to the
solid, factual evidence that had
been provided to BAPE by the
CNSC’s internationally
recognized scientific and
regulatory experts. The
Quebec government has struck
an inter-ministerial committee
to undertake a detailed review
of the
report
and Dr.
Binder
has
offered
the help
of
CNSC
staff.
Michael Binder,
Courtesy of the CNSC

On November 17th, the CNSC
announced it would be holding
a public hearing on the
Gentilly-2 licence application
on May 4 or 5 in Ottawa.

Hydro Quebec is asking for a
10-year licence to continue
activities related to the decommissioning of the nuclear facility.
Participant funding applications should be submitted before
January 29th, 2016. Interveners wishing to participate in the
hearing must do so by April 4, 2016.
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In short…
Chalk River And Nobel Prize
Winners
On October 6th, an article, “ Canadian’s
Nobel win highlights successes of
Ontario research facilities” appeared in
the Globe and Mail. It noted that behind
the Nobel prize win for Canadian
scientist Arthur McDonald are two
renowned world-class research facilities.
One is the SNOLAB (Sudbury Neutrino
Observatory) located near Sudbury, and
the other is the Chalk River
Laboratories.
The article noted that Dr. McDonald
used the facility’s particle accelerators for
his nuclear physics experiments between
1969 and 1981. Dr. Bertram Brockhouse
who conducted neutron scattering
experiments during the 1950s and early
1960s was awarded the Nobel Prize in
physics in 1994.
The article concludes with a description
of the significant contributions Chalk
River has made to Canada’s economy
and nuclear medicine. The bottom line
—research and development underpins
Canadian innovation and success.

Nuclear Energy Matters in
the Fight Against Climate
Change
Carol M. Browner, former Director of
the White House Office of Energy and
Climate Change Policy for President
Obama, spoke to the Empire Club of
Canada on November 12. Her remarks
focused on the important role nuclear
energy should play in a modern, clean
electricity system.
Ms. Browner noted that her country’s
existing nuclear fleet provides about 20
CANADIAN NUCLEAR WORKER
is published four times a year by the
Canadian Nuclear Workers Council,
244 Eglinton Avenue East,
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percent of the United State’s baseload
electricity. Without this carbon-free
source of electricity, Ms. Browner says it
will be impossible to achieve the
necessary reductions in greenhouse gas
emissions from this sector.
Browner indicated that she has not
always been a proponent of nuclear
energy. About 15 years ago, while
working on a global energy security
project, Ms. Browner realized that her
opposition was not defensible given her
position on global warming and climate
change.
Bruce Power invited Ms. Browner to
speak to the Empire Club, meet with
policymakers and participate in a
roundtable discussion on climate change.
Her visit was also hosted by the Asthma
Society of Canada, Pollution Probe, the
Council of the Great Lakes Region, the
Power Workers’ Union and the Society
of Energy Professionals.

CNSC Issues Annual
Oversight Report for
Canadian Nuclear Power
Plants
On September 30th, the Canadian
Nuclear Safety Commission issued its
annual report on how well plant
operators are meeting regulatory
requirements and program expectations.
The latter addresses areas such as human
performance, radiation and
environmental protection, and
emergency management and fire
protection.
CNSC staff concluded that the nuclear
power plants were operated safely during
2014. Overall these plant licensees made
adequate provision for the protection of
the health and safety and security of
persons and the environment from the
The Canadian Nuclear Workers Council is
an organization of workers represented by
unions working in various areas of the
Canadian nuclear industry which includes
uranium mining, nuclear fuel processing,
nuclear power stations, radio isotope
production for medical and industrial
purposes, and nuclear research.
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use of nuclear energy and took measures
to implement Canada’s international
obligations.
On October 30th, a team of international
Atomic Energy Agency experts
concluded that Canada conducts strong
and sustainable nuclear security
activities. The CNSC will publish a
summary of the final report when it is
available.

2020 Construction Start for
Chinese Reprocessing Plant
In 2007 the China National Nuclear
Corporation (CNNC) and Areva signed
an agreement to assess the feasibility of
an 800 tonne per year reprocessing plant
for China’s used fuel.
Building on this initial agreement, and
two subsequent ones and an MOU in
June, the parties are continuing to
negotiate the commercial arrangements.
CNNC expects construction of the
facility to begin in 2020 and be
completed by 2030. It is estimated that
China’s pressurized reactors will have
generated over 23,000 tonnes of used
fuel by this latter date. Technology is
now being developed to recycle uranium
recovered from this used fuel to use in
the Qinshan Phase III Candu units.
Note Correction: Bruce Power Forges
Ahead
ATS Automation was incorrectly
identified as having developed the
BRIMS technology instead of having
hosted the unveiling. The technology
was a collaborative effort involving:
Bruce Power, ATS Automation,
MacDonald, Dettwiler and Associates
Ltd., BWXT Canada Ltd., Candu
Energy Inc. and GE Hitachi Nuclear
Energy Canada.
The member groups are:
District Labour Councils (Grey/Bruce,
Durham, Northumberland) • International
Association of Firefighters (160) • International
Association of Machinists & Aerospace
Workers (608) • International Brotherhood of
Electrical Workers (37) • Power Workers’
Union • Professional Institute of The Public
Service • Society of Energy Professionals
Union • Society of Professional Engineers and
Associates Union • UNIFOR (The Union for
Canada) (S-48, O-599, & O-252) • United
Steel Workers (14193, 13173, 8562, 8914, &
7806) • International Federation of
Professional & Technical Engineers Union •
Provincial Building and Construction Trades
Council of Ontario • International Union of
Operating Engineers

